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ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe the use of tumor marker estimation models in the prediction of tumor diagnoses. In previous work we have identified classification models for tumor markers that can be used for estimating tumor marker values on the basis of standard blood parameters. These virtual tumor markers are now used in combination with standard blood parameters for learning classifiers that are used for predicting tumor diagnoses.

Several data based modeling approaches implemented in HeuristicLab have been applied for identifying estimators for selected tumor markers and cancer diagnoses: Linear regression, k-nearest neighbor learning, artificial neural networks, and support vector machines (all optimized using evolutionary algorithms) as well as genetic programming.

In the results section we summarize classification accuracies for breast cancer; we compare classification results achieved by models that use measured marker values as well as models that use virtual tumor markers.
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1. INTRODUCTION, RESEARCH GOALS
In this paper we present research results achieved within the Josef Ressel Centre for Heuristic Optimization Heureka!: Data of thousands of patients of the General Hospital (AKH) Linz, Austria, have been analyzed in order to identify mathematical models for cancer diagnoses. We have used a medical database compiled at the central laboratory of AKH in the years 2005 – 2008: 28 routinely measured blood values of thousands of patients are available as well as several tumor markers (TMs, substances found in humans that can be used as indicators for certain types of cancer). Not all values are measured for all patients, especially tumor marker values are determined and documented only if there are indications for the presence of cancer. The results of empirical research work done on the data based identification of estimation models for cancer diagnoses are presented in this paper: Based on patients' data records including standard blood parameters, tumor markers, and information about the diagnosis of tumors we have trained mathematical models for estimating tumor markers and cancer diagnoses.

In previous work (Winkler et al. 2010; Winkler et al. 2011) we have identified classification models for tumor markers that can be used for estimating tumor marker values on the basis of standard blood parameters. These tumor marker models (also referred to as virtual markers) are now used in combination with standard blood parameters for learning classifiers that can be used for predicting tumor diagnoses. Our goal is to show to which extent virtual tumor markers can replace tumor marker measurements in the prediction of cancer diagnoses.

These research goals and the respective modeling tasks are graphically summarized in Figure 1.
First, models are trained for estimating tumor diagnoses using the full set of available data: Standard blood parameters, tumor marker data and diagnoses information are used.

Second, machine learning is applied for learning estimation models for tumor markers. Concretely, we identify classification models that predict tumor marker values for given standard blood parameters either as “normal” or as “elevated”. Subsequently models are trained for estimating tumor diagnoses using standard blood parameters and diagnoses data, but instead of tumor marker values the estimated tumor marker classifications (calculated using models learned in the first modeling step) are used.

Third, we also train diagnosis estimation models only using standard blood parameters and diagnoses information.

In the following section (Section 2) we summarize the machine learning methods that were applied in this research project, in Section 3 we give an overview of the data base that was used, and in Section 4 we document the modeling results that could be achieved. This paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. MACHINE LEARNING METHODS APPLIED

In this section we describe the modeling methods applied for identifying estimation models for tumor markers and cancer diagnoses: On the one hand we apply hybrid modeling using machine learning algorithms and evolutionary algorithms for parameter optimization and feature selection (as described in Section 2.1), on the other hand we use genetic programming (as described in Section 2.2). In (Winkler et al. 2011), for example, these methods have also been described in detail.


Feature selection is often considered an essential step in data based modeling; it is used to reduce the dimensionality of the datasets and often conducts to better analyses. Given a set of n features \( F = \{f_1, f_2, ..., f_n\} \), our goal here is to find a subset of \( F \), \( F' \), that is on the one hand as small as possible and on the other hand allows modeling methods to identify models that estimate given target values as well as possible. Additionally, each data based modeling method (except plain linear regression) has several parameters that have to be set before starting the modeling process.

The fitness of feature selection \( F' \) and training parameters with respect to the chosen modeling method is calculated in the following way: We use a machine learning algorithm \( m \) (with parameters \( p \)) for estimating predicted target values \( \text{est}(F',m,p) \) and compare those to the original target values \( \text{orig} \); the coefficient of determination \( R^2 \) function is used for calculating the quality of the estimated values. Additionally, we also calculate the ratio of selected features \( |F'|/|F| \). Finally, using a weighting factor \( \alpha \), we calculate the fitness of the set of features \( F' \) using \( m \) and \( p \) as

\[
\text{fitness}(F', m, p) = \alpha \cdot |F'|/|F| + (1 - \alpha) \cdot (1 - R^2(\text{est}(F',m,p),\text{orig})).
\]

In (Alba et al. 2007), for example, the use of evolutionary algorithms for feature selection optimization is discussed in detail in the context of gene selection in cancer classification. We have now used
evolutionary algorithms for finding optimal feature sets as well as optimal modeling parameters for models for tumor diagnosis; this approach is schematically shown in Figure 2: A solution candidate is here represented as \([s_1, \ldots, s_n, p_1, \ldots, p_q]\) where \(s_i\) is a bit denoting whether feature \(F_i\) is selected or not and \(p_j\) is the value for parameter \(j\) of the chosen modeling method \(m\). This rather simple definition of solution candidates enables the use of standard concepts for genetic operators for crossover and mutation of bit vectors and real valued vectors: We use uniform, single point, and 2-point crossover operators for binary vectors and bit flip mutation that flips each of the given bits with a given probability. Explanations of these operators can for example be found in (Holland 1975) and (Eiben 2003).

We have used strict offspring selection (Affenzeller et al. 2009): Individuals are accepted to become members of the next generation if they are evaluated better than both parents.

In (Winkler et al. 2011) we have documented classification accuracies for tumor diagnoses using this approach for optimizing feature set and modeling parameters.

The following machine learning algorithms have been applied for identifying estimators for selected tumor markers and cancer diagnoses: Linear regression, k-nearest neighbor learning, artificial neural networks, and support vector machines.

2.2. Genetic Programming

As an alternative to the approach described in the previous sections we have also applied a classification algorithm based on genetic programming (GP, Koza (1992)) using a structure identification framework described in Winkler (2008) and Affenzeller et al. (2009).

We have used the following parameter settings for our GP test series: The mutation rate was set to 20\%, gender specific parents selection (Wagner 2005) (combining random and roulette selection) was applied as well as strict offspring selection (Affenzeller et al. 2009) (OS, with success ratio as well as comparison factor set to 1.0). The functions set described in (Winkler 2008) (including arithmetic as well as logical ones) was used for building composite function expressions.

In addition to splitting the given data into training and test data, the GP based training algorithm used in our research project has been designed in such a way that a part of the given training data is not used for training models and serves as validation set; in the end, when it comes to returning classifiers, the algorithm returns those models that perform best on validation data.

Figure 2: Genetic programming including offspring selection.

Figure 3: A hybrid evolutionary algorithm for feature selection and parameter optimization in data based modeling. Machine learning algorithms are applied for evaluating feature sets.
3. DATA BASIS

3.1. General Information
The blood data measured at the AKH in the years 2005-2008 have been compiled in a database storing each set of measurements (belonging to one patient); Each sample in this database contains an unique ID number of the respective patient, the date of the measurement series, the ID number of the measurement, standard blood parameters, tumor marker values, and cancer diagnosis information. Patients’ personal data were at no time available for the authors except for the head of the laboratory.

In total, information about 20,819 patients is stored in 48,580 samples. Please note that of course not all values are available in all samples; there are many missing values simply because not all blood values are measured during each examination. Further details about the data set and necessary data preprocessing steps can for example be found in Winkler et al. (2010) and Winkler et al. (2011), e.g.

Standard blood parameters include for example the patients’ sex and age, information about the amount of cholesterol and iron found in the blood, the amount of hemoglobin, and the amount of red and white blood cells; in total, 29 routinely available patient parameters are available.

Literature discussing tumor markers, their identification, their use, and the application of data mining methods for describing the relationship between markers and the diagnosis of certain cancer types can be found for example in Köpke (1992) (where an overview of clinical laboratory tests is given and different kinds of such test application scenarios as well as the reason of their production are described) and Yonemori (2006).

Information about the following tumor markers is stored in the AKH database: AFP, CA 125, CA 15-3, CA 19-9, CEA, CYFRA, IPSSA, NSE, PSA, S-100, SCC, and TPS.

Finally, information about cancer diagnoses is also available in the AKH database: If a patient is diagnosed with any kind of cancer, then this is also stored in the database. Our goal in the research work described in this paper is to identify estimation models for the presence of the breast cancer, cancer class C50 according to the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems 10th Revision (ICD-10).

3.2. Data Preprocessing
Before starting the modeling algorithms for training classifiers we had to compile a data set specific for breast cancer diagnosis:

- First, blood parameter measurements were joined with diagnosis results; only measurements and diagnoses with a time delta less than a month were considered.
- Second, all samples containing measured values for breast cancer are extracted.
- Third, all samples are removed that contain less than 15 valid values.
- Finally, variables with less than 10% valid values are removed from the data base.

This leads to a data set specific for breast cancer; this BC data set consists of 706 samples with 324 samples (45.89%) labeled with ‘0’ and 382 (54.11%) labeled with ‘1’.

The following variables are stored in this so compiled data set BC: Age, sex, tumor diagnosis (0/1), ALT, AST, BSG1, BUN, C125 (TM), C153 (TM), , CBAA, CEA (TM), CEOA, CH37, CHOL, CLYA, CM0A, CNEA, CRP, FE, FER, GT37, HB, HDL, HKT, HS, KREA, LD37, MCV, PLT, RBc, TBIL, TF, and WBC. Three tumor markers (C125, C153, and CEA) are available in BC.

4. MODELING TEST SERIES
We have trained models for estimating breast cancer diagnoses using genetic programming as described in Section 2.2 with strict OS and population size 200; as rather small and compact models are preferred by the authors’ medical cooperation partners, the maximum size of the evolved models was set to 20, 35, and 50 nodes. For modeling and test results achieved using bigger model structures please see Winkler et al. (2011).

For training virtual tumor markers we have used the hybrid modeling approach described in Section 2.1: 5-fold cross validation was applied, linear regression (InReg), k-nearest-neighbor (kNN) learning, artificial neural networks (ANNs), and support vector machines (SVMs) have been used as machine learning algorithms, and their feature selections and modeling parameters have been optimized by an evolutionary algorithm. Details about these machine learning approaches and their implementation can for example be found in Winkler et al. (2010) and Winkler et al. (2011).

We have used the implementations in the open source framework HeuristicLab (Wagner (2009)) (http://dev.heuristiclab.com).

4.1. Modeling Strategies
For training estimation models for breast cancer we have applied four different strategies: One using measured tumor markers, one using virtual tumor marker classifiers (combined with OR-conjunctions), one using virtual tumor marker classifiers (combined with majority voting), and finally one not using tumor markers at all.

4.1.1. Strategy I: Using standard blood parameters and measured tumor markers
Measured tumor markers were used as well as standard blood parameters, classification models for breast cancer diagnoses were trained using GP as described above.

This corresponds to scenario 1 as described in Section 1.
4.1.2. Strategy II: Using standard blood parameters and virtual tumor marker classifiers

We have used hybrid modeling as described in Section 2.1 for creating virtual tumor marker classifiers on the basis of the data available in the BC data set. The population size for the optimization algorithm (a GA with strict OS) was set to 20, the maximum selection pressure to 100, and α to 0.1; the test classifications of the so identified best virtual tumor marker classifiers were used as estimated tumor marker values. Classification models for breast cancer diagnoses were trained using GP as described above using virtual tumor markers as well as standard blood parameters.

This corresponds to scenario 2 as described in Section 1.

We applied each machine learning algorithm used here (namely linear regression, support vector machines, neural networks, and kNN classification) twice in each modeling process, leading to eight estimated binary classifications for each tumor marker; these classifications were combined into one binary classification variable for each tumor marker using either an OR conjunction or majority voting:

- **Strategy II.a: Using OR**: If any of the classifiers for a tumor marker return 1 for a sample, then this sample’s virtual tumor marker is 1; else it is set to 0.
- **Strategy II.b: Using majority voting**: If more than the half of the classifiers for a tumor marker return 1 for a sample, then this sample’s virtual tumor marker is 1; else it is set to 0.

4.1.3. Strategy III: Using only standard blood parameters

In this strategy no tumor markers were used; instead, only standard blood parameters were available for training classification models for breast cancer diagnoses using GP as described above.

This corresponds to scenario 3 as described in Section 1.

4.2. Test Results

As already mentioned, each strategy was executed using five-fold cross validation; we here report on the average classification accuracies on test samples (μ ± σ) which are also shown in Figure 4:

- Strategy I: 0.777 ± 0.104
- Strategy II.a: 0.713 ± 0.107
- Strategy II.b: 0.752 ± 0.042
- Strategy III: 0.699 ± 0.113

5. CONCLUSIONS

In the test results summarized in Section 4 we see that the virtual tumor markers have turned out to be able to improve classification accuracy for the modeling application described in this paper: Whereas classifiers not using tumor markers classify approximately 70% of the samples correctly, the use of virtual tumor markers (combined using majority voting) leads to an increase of the classification accuracy to ~75%. Still, virtual tumor markers have in this example not been able to replace measured tumor markers perfectly, as the classification accuracy of models using measured TMs reaches ~77.7%.

Future work on this topic shall include the investigation of virtual TMs for other types of diseases; furthermore, we will also focus on the practical application of the here presented research results in the treatment of patients.

Figure 4: Average test accuracies achieved using the four modeling strategies described in Section 4.1
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